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Executive summary

AS LAW firm leaders look to the future following the global recession, few will deny that the profession has entered a period of unprecedented change. This is evident not only in the way that legal services are procured, but also in how firms manage the expectations of their clients. This includes pressure to adopt alternative fee arrangements and to provide a leaner, more efficient service. Gone are the days when lawyers could charge by the hour and clients would pay without question. The client is now very much in control.

However, change also presents opportunity and those firms that are willing to reassess their working practices, and adapt to keep pace with the sector as it develops, will be able to take advantage of the opportunities ahead and prosper in the increasingly competitive marketplace.

With this in mind, this report features analysis of key trends to keep an eye out for, lessons learned, and practical advice provided by leading industry practitioners and consultants.

Bruce MacEwen of Adam Smith, Esq. opens, with a look at the law firm of 2015 and how it will be shaped by dominant market forces including alternative fee arrangements (AFAs), legal process outsourcing (LPO) and project management. His coverage includes analysis of how core developments in these areas will affect individual career paths within law firms and force management to reconsider certain cost centers. In summarizing, he argues that law firms must be prepared for a substantive change in the way in which legal services are delivered. This will be paramount in an era where clients call the shots, disruptive technologies influence the ways in which firms work, and non-legal businesses foray into the sector.

ELD International president E. Leigh Dance focusses on the global marketplace for legal services, stating that in order to nurture their international growth strategies, law firms must first establish where they are standing now. Only then can they decide where they want to be in the future, and the most suitable route to that destination. The chapter summarizes global business dynamics and their effect on law firms, and then explores the changing needs of international clients. It goes on to address law firm strategies for expansion (for example, mergers) and finally suggests the questions you should begin answering now, in order to clarify your future strategic direction.

Declining legal markets in the west – as a result of the global financial crisis – have served as a wake-up call to many law firms, which have looked to the Asian market to grow their practice. In the past few years there has been an increase in new firms entering the area, or solidifying an existing position. In the third chapter Robert Sawhney, managing director of SRC Associates, discusses the firms which have taken the plunge, highlights the pros and cons of setting up shop in the region.
and explains the implications of significant changes in the legal industry (detailed throughout this report) or Asian practice.

In ‘Brave new firm’, Ben Rigby presents best practice approaches to managing the level of change required to adapt and survive (and prosper) in the challenging legal landscape. Firms must become more agile, if they are to increase efficiency, reduce costs and meet client expectations. Case studies on Hogan Lovells’ merger and Norton Rose’s flexible working scheme provide working examples of how forward-thinking firms have evaluated the need for strategic change, implemented new working practices and maintained momentum in order to improve their overall positions.

Paul Lippe, founder of Legal OnRamp, begins his commentary by asking whether or not lawyers will be able to retain their professional core during these times of change? Drawing on comparisons with changes in military expertise over the centuries, he asserts that in every large-scale human endeavor technology changes first, followed by techniques and tactics, then culture. He details the changes that have affected the legal sector in the wake of the boom period of 1992-2007 and explores the five resulting developments that he anticipates for law firms. These are more formal assessment of value, increased collaboration, the restructuring of work, unbundling of services and self-help.

Another key trend up for discussion is the role that corporate procurement executives play in the law firm selection process. In Expert analysis 6, Dr Silvia Hodges provides a number of tactics commonly applied by procurement professionals, which may be alien to in-house lawyers. She concludes that the relevant parties must communicate openly with each other and tackle procurement of legal services with a long-term, relational (as opposed to transactional) approach. In this way, forward thinking purchasers can work closely with suppliers, inspiring innovation and cost savings.

The seventh chapter of this report further explores in-house counsel relationships. Steven A. Lauer explores several key trends – and their effects – including: the emergence of the corporate law department; the increasing globalization of business; the introduction of performance standards for internal and external lawyers; a growing realization of the need for effective data collection; and a movement away from the attitude that law firms need to complete all aspects of legal work. In fact, some law departments now perform more complex, business-specific work that would previously have been given to external counsel.

As law firms face up to the challenges of surviving in a constantly evolving and competitive sector, many will look to their managing partners to provide the inspiration and leadership to galvanize individuals and teams, and ensure success. Patrick J. McKenna has found in his research of managing partners that the amount of time allocated to management of their firms has reduced quite significantly, as they react to the squeeze affected by the recession. In his analysis, McKenna notes that giving up the practice of law entirely may no longer be an option and provides some tips on how leadership responsibilities can be shared – and how best to make such relationships successful both for the individuals involved and the law firm.

George W. Russell continues the leadership theme, with analysis of the effect that international mergers are having on the stereotypes of national culture as applied to law firms, and the challenges for managing partners. His coverage of management styles across the globe
encompasses views from managing partners of firms in the US, Europe and Asia. He also includes advice on how managing partners can react to the challenges they face in a rapidly globalizing marketplace.

Legal project management (LPM) is mentioned throughout this report, so it seems appropriate that expert Jim Hassett, founder of LegalBizDev, provides a history of how the discipline has taken shape within law firms—including the industry changes which have shaped its growth and the solutions available to those looking to implement a strategy. Within his analysis Hassett discusses lawyers’ attitudes to change and the differences in educating versus changing behavior, before concluding with a summary of the eight key issues in LPM.

Fronterion’s Michael Bell continues with insight into LPO. He suggests that no single development in the legal profession has such wide-reaching implications as disaggregating legal services and parceling them out to third parties outside of the auspices of the traditional law firm. He charts key developments in the LPO market and provides advice on how law firms can make third-party relationships meaningful and successful. The chapter closes with a list of top trends for 2011, taken from Fronterion’s recent research into the area.

“The present system of dispute resolution is broken,” according to Patrick J. Lamb, who contributes the 12th expert analysis of this report. He argues that it costs too much, is unpredictable and was designed for a time when disputes tended to be resolved by trial. While disputes now tend to be resolved predominantly through negotiation, the processes and rules used by lawyers have remained essentially unchanged. This chapter provides guidance on how to introduce processes, project management and alternative fees to improve the litigation process and bring measureable value to the resolution of cases.

Thomas Berman, of Berman & Associates, asserts that information integration is the next big thing for law firms – in particular using integrated practice management software programs to reduce risk on a case by case basis. His article discusses information held within firms and how to make that data accessible to those who require it. It also features examples of how an IPMS program can help to improve processes and concludes with the view that “… a safe, effective and profitable law firm requires integration of its software and its practice. Without such centralization, it is suggested that a law firm will be unable to compete on a level playing field with other firms that have since adopted an IPMS. “

Larry Bodine then provides a snapshot of the social tools that individual lawyers and firms can use to maximize their online presence and win new clients. This includes creating an online biography to entice clients to the firm; using blogs as a cost-effective lead generator; and taking advantage of popular websites such as Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter. According to Bodine, “Consistently making connections and interacting with clients online will lead to more business and increased revenue in the real world.”

Rounding off the report, Dan Dipietro and Gretta Rusanow of The law Firm Group Citi Private Bank, focus on AFAs and buying growth through the successful acquisition and integration of laterals into the firm. The analysis draws on research conducted by Citi, which finds that in the first half of 2011 there has been positive movement in revenue and demand for legal services, and an increase in rates. However, the legal profession is yet to return to normal and performance in all these metrics is still down
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on results recorded during the boom period. Dipietro and Rusanow conclude that the past few years have been tough for the legal industry and the challenges faced by law firms will continue into 2012.

However, those firms which are open to change and introducing new ways of working are likely to emerge from these difficult times stronger, more efficient and more flexible to the developments that are shaping the future of legal services. We hope that this report provides some guidance on developments to watch out for, enabling US law firms to prepare for the challenging – but exciting – times ahead.
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